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Hubble Optics
Hubble UL18 f/4.5
An Ultra-Portable, Ultra-Affordable Big Dob

By Andy Cheng

Today’s Dobsonian telescopes, or
Dobs, have gone through many evolutionary phases over the past 50 years. No
other telescope design has seen so many iterations. Dobsonians now come in an impressive range of shapes and sizes and are
made from a variety of materials and parts,
but the essential design of John Dobson’s
original concept still holds up well. Many
amateur telescope makers (ATM) have
taken advantage of how simple Dobs are
to build and have greatly improved on
early designs. You can go to any star party
and see numerous variations, each with its
pros and cons.
Many commercial Dobsonians are derived from basic ATM designs. Dobs are
often described as light buckets, and this
pretty much sums up the appearance of
many of them – big, bulky and heavy. The
latest commercial trend is toward ultralights or ultra-compacts, reversing the notion that big aperture means a gigantic,
bulky telescope.
Several manufacturers now have ultralights in their catalogs, including successful offerings from Obsession. Then
there is the Hong Kong-based company,
Hubble Optics. The name alone gives it
some immediate name recognition. Hubble Optics has been in business for about
10 years and is run by Tong Liu.
One thing I have realized in my fairly
short time with this hobby is that we al-

Image 1 - The UL18 shown fully assembled with the author’s homemade mirror cover in
place.

ways want more and more aperture. But
on the flip side, more aperture also means
bigger and heavier telescopes as we get
older. At a certain point you start to limit
yourself, because lifting and moving such

big telescopes gets harder with age. This
was the case with my previous telescope, a
16-inch Meade LightBridge. Optically, the
telescope itself is fine, but its weight discouraged frequent use or carrying it to
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ror separately and the structure about a
month after that. I would have gotten
everything about three weeks sooner if I
hadn’t run into some U.S. Customs issues
as a consequence of using the U.S. Postal
Service for international shipping.

Image 2 - Cross-section view of the sandwich primary.

public events. It weighed more than 128
pounds, according to Meade’s specs, with
everything assembled.
With any new telescope purchase, I
do a lot research before forking out the big
bucks. I found comments on the web
about a Hubble Optics 14-inch ultralight
(UL) and had heard of the company
thanks to some magazine ads, but didn’t
find much more online. I emailed Hubble
Optics president Tong Liu, who answered
all of my questions and addressed my concerns.
I decided to purchase the Hubble
UL18, figuring I might as well upgrade
from 16 inches of aperture to 18. My eyes
aren’t getting any better, and I need all the
aperture I can afford. My back was also enjoying the idea of moving an 72-poundplus telescope (per Hubble Optics’ specs)

versus 128-pounds-plus.
The Hubble UL18 was very competitively priced at about 30 percent less than
its main competition. Some alternatives
offer more standard accessories, but their
overall designs and specs are similar, minus
the actual mirror design, which I will get
into later.
Tong has been making commercial
mirrors for a while and has been actively
involved with the Alt-Az Telescope Initiative organized by Russ Genet. The basic
design of the Hubble Optics UL Dobs
came from this cooperative collaboration.
After about 50-plus emails, I ordered
the telescope. Tong said it usually took
about 60 days for the order to be completed. Unfortunately, that doesn’t include
shipping time. Fast-forward a few months,
when I received the 18-inch sandwich mir-

It’s all about the Glass
One of the major points that drew me
to Hubble Optics telescopes, besides the
ultralight design, was its sandwich mirrors.
There are only a few companies throughout the world that make lightweight mirror cores. Hubble Optics’ design allows the
fabrication of large-aperture mirrors that
not only weigh less than solid-core blanks,
but also cool faster – much faster.
A sandwich mirror is just what it
sounds like: two sheets of glass joined together. The front sheet is ground and polished to specific measurements. The rear
sheet is of the same diameter and similar
thickness, and is separated from the front
sheet by a layer of short glass rods or pegs.
Viewed from certain directions, the mirror has an almost honeycomb look.
Viewed from the back, the rod ends look
like dimples on a golf ball.
The design achieves a roughly 20-percent reduction in weight and creates more
glass-to-air surface area for better cooling.
According to Hubble Optics, the mirror
design cools so well, it doesn’t even offer
cooling fans as an option.
Some Assembly Required
Another benefit to this telescope de-
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sign, besides its lighter weight, is that it can
be disassembled into some surprisingly
small pieces. You can easily pack it into a
hatchback car with room to spare.
But a better description of the Hubble Optics ultralight might be “kit telescope.” The phrase “some assembly
required” is not lost on this design. Almost
all telescopes require some assembly, but
there are certainly degrees, and it is amazing how many nuts and bolts come with
the Hubble UL. And be prepared for metric if you are living in the U.S. Fortunately,
the Hubble UL uses just two bolt sizes: 5and 6-mm.
All of the eight truss tube bolts have
rosette-type knobs for tool-free assembly
and are easy to identify. I wish Hubble
Optics had used more tool-free bolts for
other parts of the structure – one of my
first modifications was to purchase wingheaded bolts to replace as many hex bolts
as I could.
I found the assembly manual less than
adequate. Hubble Optics sent updated
manuals, but I wish they were written by
Ikea for more clarity and greater detail.
While the telescope used only two diameters of metric bolts, each came in multitude of lengths with no clear indication of
which length bolt went where. I invested a
lot of trial and error into finding the optimum matches of bolt lengths to bolt holes.
The turntable and mirror-cell box
were shipped pretty much assembled. The
mirror cell just needed the traditional 27point mirror-cell points installed along
with the wire rods between them. I think

Image 3 - The UL18 disassembled and ready for transport.

the design would have been better if the
cell’s wire rods were pre-bent for more consistent installation. This doesn’t affect the
performance of the mirror cell; it would
just look better.
I purchased the optional SkyHub
Wireless & USB Digital Setting Circle
(DSC) System to help me better navigate
with the telescope. The hardware was designed specifically for the UL18, but after
some head scratching, I realized there was
a screw hole missing, meaning I couldn’t
install the DSC completely. I emailed
Tong, attaching photos of the telescope,
and he confirmed they had missed drilling
and tapping a hole for one of the encoder
arms. With some trepidation, I went ahead
and drilled and tapped the hole myself.
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Image 4 - The UL18 fits easily in the back of an SUV.

The DSC system now works fine, but that
screw hole interferes with installation of
the optional wheelbarrow handles I had
ordered. I now have to unscrew this DSC
bolt to attach the handles, and worry I
may lose it someday.
As for the wheelbarrow handles, the
first set was fabricated from thin, corrugated aluminum, and they bent after one
use. Hubble Optics sent a pair of new-andimproved steel handles which solved the
problem.
The mirror cell came mostly assembled, only requiring installation of support
plates – but installing the 18-inch mirror
was something else. This took me a few
tries before I mastered fitting and tightening the mirror properly into the sling. The
mirror sling would benefit from finding an
easier way to make field adjustments when
the mirror is loosened during transport.
A mirror cover was not available when
I ordered my UL18, but Hubble Optics

Sizes for SBIG, QSI, FLI
Durable to extreme
weather fluctuations
Non-reflective
20+ years of thin film design
Manufactured in Vermont
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now offers this accessory. The design of the
telescope makes it pretty easy to fabricate
your own, so I did. There is a nice metal
frame around and above the mirror, so you
just need a rectangular piece of ABS plastic and some sticky Velcro to secure it. I
also use an Astrozap bonnet cover to protect the mirror.
As for the rest of the assembly, the secondary cage includes a lot of parts. Bolt
holes are provided for mounting the twospeed Crawford focuser in one of several
alternative positions. I found it best to
mount the focuser upside-down for better
access to the focus wheels.
The 4-inch secondary mirror sits
above the cage, exposed to both stray light
and dew. I fabricated a light shield, again
from ABS plastic, and also attached it with
Velcro. I added a Kendrick secondary dew
heater before assembly.
The secondary cage is thick aluminum and looks to be cast as a single
piece, instead of welded. There is minor
flex in the spider vanes holding the secondary, but not enough to affect the function of the scope.
The eight truss tubes are powder
coated and appear narrow when compared
to standard truss Dobs of this aperture. I
could detect only minuscule flexing, and
the scope settles within a second of slewing.
I purchased the optional shroud,

Image 5 - View of the 18-point mirror cell. Note the brass collimation knobs and position
of the SkyHub DSC electronics.

which consists of thick Lycra-type material. It can sag into the light path in stock
configuration, so I added clips to tighten it
pending a better solution.
First Light with
“The Hatchet Scope”
I ordered this telescope in December,
but didn’t get it fully assembled until late
April, so first light was at the Texas Star

Party (TSP) in Fort Davis, Texas. When
my friends bemoaned the superstition that
buying new optics would bring cloudy
weather for a week, I allayed their fears by
noting that I had actually received the
scope a month earlier. Fortunately, the
weather gods listened and TSP wasn’t a
washout.
Luckily, I had a chance to test collimation before traveling to TSP and found

EASY TO USE, EASY TO ALIGN: AMAZING PERFORMANCE
NEW VELOCE RH250: Riccardi-Honders astrograph, 250 mm (F/5.6), long back focus
extraction 200 mm, RSM spot size under 3.6 micron on the full 60 mm field, diffration
limited in the 400-800 nm range, 95 mm clear aperture digital focuser.
Come and see it at the Winter Star Party, Florida, starting from February 23rd.
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Image 6 - The UL18 secondary cage with 2-inch Crayford focuser and 8x50 finderscope attached.
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another issue: mirror springs. In my experience, this is typical with most production
Dobs – my LightBridge had a similar
issue. The stock springs on the UL18 were
pretty small given its aperture, so I replaced them with stronger springs from
my local hardware store.
Collimation is adjusted with knurledbrass knobs. These are nice, but I would
have preferred larger rosette knobs. The
locking screws are too close to the collimation knobs to use anything other than
hex bolts for that function.
Once set up under TSP’s extremely
dark and dry skies, I got first light. With so
many options, it was hard to pick what to
view first. One of my first targets was
Omega Centauri, which rose around
11:00 p.m. Among the claims for the
Hubble Optics UL design is that there is
no need for balance weights. I am sorry to
say that is not the case when the scope is
fitted with the heavy combination of a
Paracorr Type 2 and Nagler eyepiece. Add
a 9x50 optical finder and Telrad, and
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things start to go south – literally.
The telescope would not hold at a low
altitude while trying to view Omega Centauri so close to the horizon, so I juryrigged makeshift counterweights. I had
some tripod heads and clamps, but what
really helped was attaching a heavy red
hatchet borrowed from my observing
neighbor. So for the whole week at TSP,
my new scope was nicknamed “The
Hatchet Scope.” Many folks dropped by
just to see what that was about.
Once balance issues were worked out,
the optical properties of the Hubble Optics proved first-rate. Collimation held well
and star tests showed I had at least assembled it correctly enough to get some very
good views. The two-speed Crayford focuser worked well, and the scope produced
nice pinpoint stars with perfect diffraction
spikes. It provided excellent views of many
galaxies in the Virgo area. Compared to
the views I was accustomed to from 16
inches of aperture, the larger, faster UL18
brought out many more dust lanes and
other details I had not seen before.
Omega Centauri, in all its glory, was
truly beautiful. Using a 13-mm Ethos, I
could tell a huge difference with this telescope. Other observers were also doing
oohs and aahs when viewing through the
scope. Planetary views were also very nice.
Saturn was spot on, and I could see banding and breaks in the rings. Since this telescope is very fast, a Paracorr Type-2 is
definitely a must-have accessory to correct
coma.
Star parties are always fun and informative. With so many telescope designs
in one place, the chances of seeing duplicates of any telescope is always higher, and
this was the case for me, but in an odd sort
of way. At TSP, you stay in bunkhouses,
each housing about six people. Mine included an observer from Wyoming named
Steve. We chatted a bit, but it wasn’t until
later in the week that we discovered we
each had a new Hubble Optics telescope.
Mine was the 18-inch and Steve’s was the
16-inch. We were both pretty much doing
first light on our respective Hubble ULs.

Image 7 - The UL18 with red-hatchet counterweight attached. Hey, it worked!

Image 8 - Details of the UL18 turntable base with SkyHub DSC encoder arm installed.

We compared some notes, and he was enjoying his new toy as well.
What I Would Change
If I had a magic wand and had a
chance to change a few things about this
telescope, here is the short list.
Because ultralights have folding
rocker arms for portability, there is a small

gap in the arm. When moving the telescope in altitude, you get a slight “bump”
at that gap. This was annoying at first,
but, since it really doesn’t impede the
function of the scope, it is a minor quibble.
Another is the Teflon altitude-bearing
pads. The bottom turntable base and the
rocker box are two separate pieces, and
Astronomy TECHNOLOGY TODAY
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Image 9 - The UL18 set up and ready for first light at TSP.

the Teflon pads on the base are either too
narrow, or there needs to be a better way
to keep the alignment on the rocker box
with regards to the base. The telescope
sometimes veers a bit to the edges of the
Teflon pads, requiring that I nudge it back
into place.
Inherent to the design of most ultralight Dobs is a low base – so low, in fact,
that anything less than a clear, flat surface
can interfere with movement of the scope
in azimuth. The addition of a stable, flat
platform is required when using the tele-

scope on grassy or uneven surfaces.
Finally, the standard configuration
of the secondary cage allows it to ride up
the truss-tube bolts if they are not
tightened well enough, which can affect
collimation.
Final Thoughts
Despite that, in hindsight, this review
reads more like a laundry list of shortcomings than a positive recommendation,
I am very pleased with the UL18. I’ve focused on negatives for the sake of brutal

honesty and neglected much of what is
great about the scope in the process. The
key components, the optics, are excellent,
and most of the negatives I’ve noted were
cured with the described easy modifications.
I was initially worried about making
such a large purchase from what to a U.S.
buyer is an overseas company, but Hubble Optics has been very responsive in
every respect. While they can’t send things
overnight without undue cost, standard
shipping is only about two weeks. Hubble Optics offers a large selection of optional accessories, and I recommend them
as they are custom matched for Hubble
UL design.
Hubble Optics also has some exciting
new Hubble ULs in the pipeline. A new
20-inch f/4.2 and an f/3.7 are currently
available, and they plan on introducing
a 24-inch f/3.6. If my experience with
the Hubble UL18 is any indication, each
of these new products should be a home
run.
Is an ultralight Dob in your future?
As larger apertures become more common, the prospect of not having to tow a
trailer and dedicated equipment just to
transport your telescope may sway you toward an ultralight. Not only will you see
more distant objects, but your back will
thank you as well.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Optical diameter: ................................................................................................................................457.2 mm.
Focal length:........................................................................................................~1860 mm (f/4); ~2058 mm (f/4.5).
Eyepiece height at zenith: .............................................................~1730 mm, 68 inches (f/4); ~1930 mm, 76 inches (f/4.5).
Optics type: .............................................................................................................................Parabolic primary.
Optical quality: ..............Diffraction limited++ (Strehl 0.95+ for the primary mirror, 1/10 lambda or better for the secondary mirror).
Focuser: ..............................................................................................2-inch dual-speed Crayford with linear bearing.
Secondary mirror obstruction:.....................................................................................................................90 mm.
Secondary mirror obstruction by diameter:...............................................................19.7 percent (f/4), 17.2 percent (f/4.5).
Secondary mirror obstruction by area: .......................................................................3.9 percent (f/4), 3.0 percent (f/4.5).
Mirror coatings/over-coatings: ......92-percent semi-enhanced aluminum on the primary and 96-percent enhanced on the secondary.
Tube material: ..........................................................6063-T6 aluminum-alloy tubes with black stainless-steel knob screws.
Aluminum-alloy main structure (OTA and mount) and structural-steel mirror cell.
Length of optical tube: ............................................................~72 inches, 1828.8 mm (f/4), ~79 inches, 2006.6 mm (f/4.5).
Weight, optical tube:..........................................................................................................62 pounds, 28 kilograms.
Weight, fully assembled:.....................................................................................................72 pounds, 32 kilograms.
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